Our Experts

Arne Fuchs is a partner in the law firm of McDermott Will & Emery
Rechtsanwälte Steuerberater LLP and is based in the firm’s Frankfurt office.
Arne focuses his practice on international dispute resolution, with an
emphasis on international commercial arbitration and public international
law, including investment treaty arbitration. He has experience with disputes
conducted under the ICSID Convention, ICC, LCIA, HKIAC, Swiss, DIS and
UNCITRAL Rules as well as pure ad-hoc arbitration. Arne also regularly acts
as secretary of the tribunal in international arbitrations (commercial and
treaty).
Arne Fuchs
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afuchs@mwe.com
Practice Areas & Industries
• International Arbitration

In 2017, Arne was appointed by the ICC International Court of Arbitration as
Regional Representative for the Europe and Russia Chapter of the ICC YAF
(with a 2017-2019 mandate).

• Trial
• Airport & Aviation
• Global
Energy
Infrastructure Projects
Languages
• English
• German

Arne was recognized as a dispute resolution specialist by GAR’s Who’s Who
Legal: Arbitration – Future Leaders in the inaugural 2017 edition as well as
in the 2018 edition and was selected to appear in the 2017 edition of
Euromoney’s Expert Guide Commercial Arbitration. He regularly speaks on
international arbitration topics and teaches training courses and workshops on
dispute resolution.

& Arne studied law at the University of Augsburg and obtained an LL.M. from
the George Washington University Law School in Washington, D.C. where
he focused his studies on international arbitration and public international
law. He also successfully completed an advanced training program in
German and International Arbitration at the University of Frankfurt.

• French
• Spanish (read)
Education
• The George Washington
University Law School,
LL.M.
• Regional Court of Appeals
Frankfurt,
Second State Exam
• University of Augsburg,
First State Exam

Prior to joining the firm, Arne worked inter alia at the German Federal
Ministry of Economics and Technology’s division representing the Federal
Republic of Germany before the European Courts and in the international
arbitration practice group of another leading global law firm in Frankfurt am
Main.
Arne is admitted to the German Bar. He is fluent in German, English and
French and reads Spanish.

